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traffic; ice skates
By Janis Fredrickson
This winter, Moorhead State
College students may be able to
put ice skates on in the warmth
of the Comstock Memorial
Union, and with the use of a
tartan ramp leading from the
west doors, skate out onto ,the
new Union Plaza.'
The Union Plaza, also
referred to as the MSC Park
Area, the land between the
Student Union and Lommen
Hall, is experiencing a complete
upheaval. When completed, it
will feature winding sidewalks,
benches, bushes, a new lighting
system, mounded areas
contrasted by depressed areas
and one large level that will be
flooded in the winter for
skating.

One function of the Park Area
will be to help pull the academic
area and Union Activities closer
together. Another purpose is to
attract the community into the
campus via the Plaza. Herring
said it is "an open, inviting spot
along 6th Avenue that will serve
to draw the public in to enjoy
the Park Area. We have most of
our buildings built close to the
street , often blocking the view
into the campus."
Plaza functions will be
improved pedestrian traffic
flow on and off the campus, an
improved campus grounds
drainage system and a skating
area.

Herring stressed the fact that
the Plaza project and plans for
The Park Area is a pilot the Mall do not include the
project which will be studied for removal of any trees.
its validity and usefulness in
If the Union Plaza project
anticipation of revamping the
entire MSC Mall in a similar proves successful, what are
future plans for the Mall Area?
fashion.
Earl Herring, vice president
of Administrative Affairs, says
the Union Plaza project is part
of an overall campus site study,
drawn up two years ago by
Inter Design, Inc., a
Minneapolis firm. The project
will cost $60,000 and will make
use of exterior site funds
allocated for the recent addition
to the Student Union.

Herring said, if college
officials and the MSC Plant and
Development Committee find
the pilot project successful and
the Park Area well utilized,
they intend to go ahead
sometime in the. future with
similar plans for the MSC Mall.
Plans for the Mall facelift
would include: gently mounded
areas, instead of the more
extreme mounds on the Union
Plaza, a fountain in the center
of the Mall, tearing up and
repairing sidewalks, peripheral
lighting around the campus,
better identification signs (on
the campus and in town), a new
drainage system and possibly
interconnecting buildings.

The project was awarded to
S&S Construction of Moorhead
in 1973 and work started last
spring. Herring anticipates the
major part of the project will be
done by the beginning of fall
quarter. Some of the
landscaping will wait
until
after the first freeze, then
transplanted trpes and bushes
Herring said, "The total
will be dormant and can
project, including the Park
withstand the move.
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Union Plaza
before...
and after
Area, will cost $1 million. If we
decide to build skyway walks
between various buildings, this
will be an additional cost."
A proposal for the continued
development of an exterior
campus plan and a procedure
for implementation
was
prepared by Herring and
presented to MSC President
Roland Dille and the Plant &
Development Committee in
1971.
The background study
surrounding the proposal notes
that during the past few years
the MSC Campus has undergone
a tremendous change in both
programs and facilities and
there has been considerable
increase in new construction,
The primary purpose of the
facilities, land and
plan is "to provide for longimprovements.
range development of the
The proposal points out, with existing campus."
the growth of the campus
With this sort of a master site
slowing down and because
many areas of the campus are plan in mind, Herring feels that
now completely developed, sometime in the near future
increased attention should be MSC will request funds through
given to the beautification and t h e L e g i s l a t u r e a n d g o a h e a d
permanent improvement of the with the beautification of the
rest of the exterior campus.
exterior campus.

Photo by Pat Karley

"This Plaza project is not as
big as many of our other
projects and costs a lot less. By
observing the Park Area, we
will get a better idea of how
successful a major
beautification effort would be."

paging thru...

SCB reviews dorm requirements
Meet MSC's new teachers on
pages 17, 19 and 20.

By Lynne Bell
ST.PAUL— The dormitory
residency requirement may
soon be abolished, due to a
possible lawsuit which
prompted the State College
Board (SCB) at its Aug. 20
meeting to place the item on the
agenda for the November
gathering.
A group of Mankato State
College studentse have
challenged the requirement
calling for freshmen (and on
some campuses, sophomores)
to live in the dorms. According

to Dick Allen, who has been
doing legal work for the SCB,
lawyers from the Minnesota
Civil Liberties Union (MSCLU)
representing the students, are
ready to take action against the
SCB. He feels if the SCB can say
they are already investigating
the matter and will vote on it in
November, the MCLU will not
be able to obtain a restraining
order against the Board.
Most of the members of the
SCB and Chancellor G.
Theodore Mitau appeared to be

in favor of eliminating the
residency requirement. They
did express concern about its
effect on dorm occupancy and
the financial considerations
stemming from the dorms.
Mitau said work must be done to
make the dorms a place where
students want to live,
competitive with other possible
living quarters around the
colleges.

further investigation into an
alternative which would show
the Board's continued support
for a classroom addition to the
Center for the Arts on the
Moorhead Campus.
The alternative will be
submitted to the Legislature in
a priority ranking,
because,
most likely, not all projects will
be funded.
On the request list for MSC
a r e $2,200,000 for the CA
In deciding what capital addition and $579,000 for a
improvements should be made
this year, the SCB suggested ...Continued on Page 2

Dormitories expected to
reach almost 100 per cent
occupancy. Turn *° P-

6

*or

more details.

Will MSC finally beat the
Cobbers at this Saturdays
football game? See p. 22.
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President Hegranes clarifies
Senate objectives and goals
By Pamela Knudson

that two other Minnesota state
He added that the Senate
colleges charge $3 a year and could evaluate on its own, but it
two others charge nothing. He would involve "a huge effort
also read a Minnesota State and large sums of money."
College Board resolution which,
in his interpretation, forbade
"And when it comes down to
colleges to charge students a matters of money," commented
parking fee.
Hegranes, "it's best to go
through established channels."
Taking top priority are
In other Senate business,
residents' parking problems,
Hegranes statedv that the
Working with the Student
and the prices charged in proposal on teacher evaluations Union Program Board (SUPB)
Moorhead State College's drawn up last spring has been the Student Senate hopes to
Bookstore.
accepted "in spirit or concept" expand the Student Exchange,
by the Faculty Senate.
formerly the Book Exchange,
"It's a crime," said
said Hegranes. Besides books,
Hegranes, "for a college-run
The proposal must be the Student Exchange last year
operation to make that amount officially approved by this b e g a n s e l l i n g s t u d e n t s '
of profit off students."
Senate, reviewed by a joint h a n d i c r a f t s , a r t s a n d
s e n a t e c o m m i t t e e , t h e n miscellaneous items — thus the
He cites the low prices forwarded to the Council on name change.
students receive when re-selling Curriculum and Instruction
their books to the store and the (CC&I) and finally to President
"We'd like to expand it so it is
high prices the store sells the Dille's desk.
open more often and carries
returned books for as the reason
more merchandise," said
for his concern.
"We are not seeking an
approval without which we
The shortage of parking couldn't go through with it,"
places
costing resident s a i d H e g r a n e s
of the
students $3 a quarter is also a channeling through which the
concern.
proposal must pass, "but we
want endorsement. With the Maintenance Building Addition
"Some kids are paying $9 a P r e s i d e n t ' s a n d C C & I ' s from the State Building Fund. A
year for a parking place they're approval it will be much more possible $120,000 is sought for
not getting," he said. He noted respected."
plans to remodel Lommen Hall
and $150,000 to install an
electronic monitoring system,
which will constantly survey the
mechanical functioning of the
college's heating and airconditioning equipment from a
central board.
Looking forward to his second
quarter as Student Senate
President, Steve Hegranes
recently outlined some
objectives and goals he hopes
his administration will tackle
this fall.

SCB
(con't. from P. 1)

Tri-College Co-op starts its
second year of service as
a changed organization
By Jean Farrand
Now completing its first year
of operation, the Tri-College
Student Cooperative has
reorganized and improved itself
for the coming year.

fide discounts or were not
satisfied with the program.
However, several new
businesses were added to
expand the Cooperative's
services.

The Cooperative is a joint
effort by the student
governments of Moorhead State
College, North Dakota State
University and Concordia
College, to obtain discounts for
students through cooperation
with retail firms in the FargoMoorhead area.

New members include Akin's
Electric, Bikeway Cycle
Center, Marty's Flowers,1
Mountain Specialties, Pizza Hut
(in Fargo only), Reardon's
Office Equipment and Shaino's,
a leather apparel store in West
Acres.

Students obtain discounts by
showing a student I.D. card or
current fee statement at
participating businesses.
Three students organized the
program this summer: Jean
Farrand (jr-Sioux Falls, S.D.),
MSC; Doug Stine, NDSU, and
Peter Withoff, Concordia.
Withoff w i l l c o n t i n u e a s
coordinator
of the three
campuses for the 1974-75 school
year.
Over the summer, contracts
were renewed with old
members and offered to
potential new businesses.
According to Withoff, some
old businesses were eliminated
because they did not offer bona

Thirty-six businesses have
joined the Cooperative this
year, a block of businesses
Withoff feels are used to dealing
with the Cooperative, as well as
some new accounts.
Reduced Lark and Fargo
Theatre tickets will be on sale at
the Et Cetera Shop in the
Student Union and at locations
on the Concordia and NDSU
campuses. Tickets are good up
to approximately six months
after the date of purchase at
any North Central Theatre in
the country.
A booklet listing participating
merchants and a description of
products, services and
discounts will be distributed in
the near future, says Withoff.

What!? You don't know your student
Clemmensen

Board members suggested it
might be cheaper, in terms of
maintenance and heating costs,
to tear down the old buildings
and erect new ones in their
placbs.
Other talk involving dorms
included a recommendation to
establish a $25,000 fund to pay
student help for bringing
equipment inventories up to
date on the six college
campuses. The colleges would
develop a system to keep the
inventories up to date as they
replace or sell surplus
equipment.

Also requested is $72,000 to
repair the campus tennis
courts, which President Roland
Dille says are virtually
unplayable, and $24,000 to
construct more courts.

In a memo to the Budget and
Finance Committee, ViceChancellor Norman Dybdahl
recommended the residence
halls limit their role to the mere
housing and feeding of students
in
a effort to keep costs down in
Much debate preceded
approval of this alternative. the next two years.
Several buildings on campuses
He suggested unclassified and
are in need of
repair or
extensive remodeling, such as student salaries, since they do
relate directly to the
Lommen Hall at MSC and not
Deputy Hall at Bemidji. Several housing and feeding of students,

The Guide is a "more
detailed" account of courses
ta^en by freshmen and
sophomores who would not be
"as likely to go up to an
instructor and find out about a
course as a major in the
department would," according
to Student Senate President
Steve Hegranes.
Each account includes a
course description, objectives,
prerequisites, class
requirements, classroom
procedure, grading and

Photo
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Kurt

be cut, and all educational,
counseling and curricular costs
be borne by the Appropriations
Budget.

++++

A first for students occurred
at the SCB meeting. Tim Penny,
a recent graduate of the State
College System, was seated as a
Board member, having been
appointed to the body by Gov.
Wendell Anderson. During his
two-year term, he will serve on
the Budget and Finance and
Educational
Policies
committees.
In his annual report to the
SCB, Chancellor Mitau spoke of
the changes that have been
made in the state colleges
during the last years. He
praised the External Studies
Program, especially that of
Winona, which has both tapped
a new source of students and
helped the colleges become a
contributing member of the
communities they are a part of.

Mitau congratulated the
colleges on adapting to the need
of the students by eliminating
some programs which are no
longer necessary and
developing new programs, such
as the criminal justice major
established at Moorhead,
Bemidji, St. Cloud and Mankato
attendance policies, texts and and the para-legal program at
m a t e r i a l s a n d a d d i t i o n a l Winona.
comments.
Though this has been a
Copies were supplied to "difficult and traumatic year"
student advisers for summer for the state colleges, Mitau
registration but additional says they are training students
copies may be made available even better to handle and
as response increases from analyze the large quantities of
teachers. At first printing, data they will receive daily. He
about one-third of the 100 and feels the state colleges are a
200-level classes offered fall system "that offers the people
of M i n n e s o t a t h e m o s t
quarter were outlined.
comprehensive opportunities
Still a pilot project, the for learning at the lowest cost."
booklet will continue to be
printed if successful, said
The SCB approved changing
H e g r a n e s , a s a s e l f - the MSC Biology Hall name to
perpetuating project. Files will K i n g B i o l o g y H a l l . D r .
be kept on a quarterly basis Genevieve N. King was a
and, eventually, just pulled and r e s p e c t e d M S C b i o l o g y
checked with the teacher before professor and worker within the
r e p r i n t i n g , a c c o r d i n g t o MSC governing system for 27
Struble.
years.

'The Guide' offers detailed
descriptions of fall courses
A booklet containing
descriptions of 100 and 200-level
courses has been compiled by
Student Senator Wayne Struble
(so-Fargo) for fall quarter.

ID number?
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With payments this
small, you can "do it
.right the first time".

fifcOm*&\

This Sherwood Component Stereo will sound
good long after you've made the last payment!
The Finance Charge for the Convenience of buying on 12, 18, 24 (or more) Monthly Installments boils down to
about $3.35 per Month, which makes Component Stereo about the least expensive Entertainment there is!
Sherwood S-7100A AM/FM/Stereo Receiver
If you compare specs, you'll see why audio & consumer
publications alike have dubbed it a "Best Buy". More Power
than other major brands sellir.j for $$$ more. Features you
normally don't find in the price range, like FM Muting which
squelches interstation noise as you tune between FM stations.
Tape, aux. Magnetic phono, headphone jacks. Terminals for 4
speakers, wood cabinet, 3 YEAR WARRANTY!
Regularly $239.95

BSR 310AXE Record Changer

Wald 3-way Speakers — 12" Woofer!
You asked for it! Large 12" 3-way speakers in a moderately• priced Stereo Component System. In addition to the big 12"
Woofer, there's a 4V4" Midranye speaker & a 3" tweeter with
coaxial "whizzer" cone for wide dispersion of musical
overtones. The walnut-finish cabinet is big enuff for floor
placement (you get more bass that way), yet will still fit
many bookshelves. 5 year Warranty.

Comes pre-mounted in handsome base, removeable tinted
dust cover. Factory-installed ADC Magnetic Cartridge &
diamond stylus adjusted for minimum record wear.
Damped arm cuing/pause control prevents accidental scratch
ing of records due to the "butterfingers.fumble". 2 spindles
for manual or stack-play operation. 1 year Warranty.
(We can't advertise our actual low selling price)

Regularly $99.95 each

TALE OF THE TAGS

Sherwood S-7100A
Wald 1219 Speakers
BSR 310AXE

DISCOUNT
j
SYSTEM PRICE!!

The Nitty Gritty

$20.26 is your painless monthly installment if you qualify for credit & choose a 24-month payment
period. All this financing data is based on an unpaid balance of $400, which means you pay the sales
tax & maybe a small down payment at time of purchase. Notice we've figured in Credit Life Insurance
- that'll pay up your balance should you expire before your contract does. Remember, the finance
charge divided by the number of monthly installments figures out to only about $3.35 per month!

Maybe you need an Equalizer
more than a new set of Speakers.
An Equalizer is a sophisticated tone control that
makes ordinary bass & treble knobs seem quaint by
comparison, yet it's fun & easy to use. Now you can
boost or cut only the frequencies that need help.
Tune out bad room acoustics or many of your
speakers' deficiencies. Also a great aid to serious tape
recordists!
_
_

V

$99»9S

It's still warm enough to put
this Stereo Tape Player in your car.

BSR FEW II
5-band Equalizer

Most folks like to install their own Car Stereos — it's really
pretty easy. Why not do it while warm weather's still around
so you can enjoy your favorite tunes all winter long? This
JIL-828 gives you the features & performance of a $50
8-track Stereo Tape Player because it IS $50 Player. We made
a special buy!

J

$29-95

While they last

$20.26?

I spend more than
that each month on
SMOKING!
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By Janis Fredrickson
definition
reflection: 1) an image given back by a reflecting
surface. 2) a consideration of some subject matter, idea, or
purpose often with a view to understanding or accepting it
or seeing it in its right relation?.
These are just two definitions of the word reflection. Both
definitions should lend some insight to the Advocate's
editorial policy for the coming school year.
The following is a letter addressed to Jerald
terHorst, former presidential press
secretary.

Into our fourth year of publication, the Advocate would
like to offer "reflection" to our readers in each and every
issue.

Dear Sir:
The public has a profound debt of gratitude
to you as a result of your integrity and
honesty in resigning your position. Your
concern that mercy be dispensed in a fair
manner is most appropriate. And your refusal
to be an instrument in misleading the public is
most commendable.

As a school oriented publication, we try to give you a
mirror image of events happening around campus. Most
people are fascinated by their image as it is reflected from
a mirror. Here at the Advocate we are fascinated by the
images we see of you and we would like to report what we
see — the true image. We strive for honest reporting. What
we hear or see, we reflect back to you in the form of stories
and pictures in our weekly editions.

Thank You!!
Charles R. Magel

Along with accurate reflections of campus events, we
understand the need for our second definition of the word
reflection. Sometimes issues arise that call for treatment
with kid gloves. When tact is required we take the subject
matter into consideration and try to develop an
understanding — trying to keep it in its proper perspective.
Heading into a new year, we are stressing these
definitions of the word reflection as part of our policy. We
would like the Advocate and its contents to be the spittin'
image of YOU.

packing the car or how to stuff a VW
By Phil Hilker
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"ADVOCATE
The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body,
Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unless
they are signed as being written by another person.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2551. The
Advocate is prepared for publication by the Lakes Publishing Co. of Detroit
Lakes, MN., and printed in Hawley, MN.
Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature material
turned into The Advocate must be: (1) typewritten on one side of paper only,
(b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide and (c) double-spaced between
lines.
Both an original and a carbon copy must be turned in. Noon the Monday
before.is the deadline for material to be published Thursday of that week,
with the exception of want ads and display ads which will be accepted later a1
the discretion of the editor.
Letters to the editor are encouraged. They must be submitted typed, in
accordance with the instructions above and cannot be over one and a half
pages long. They must be signed by their author. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters for length, without destroying the writer's major thesis,
and to correct obvious spelling, style and grammatical errors.

Someone should dispel the rumor that
mothers are the best car-packers in the
world. What no one really knows is that
fathers are the world's worst when it comes to
cars and packing — barely knowing how to fit
a key in the ignition more or less a rocking
chair in a VW trunk.
So every fall, after I've packed all my
college-bound belongings and set them by the
door, my dad sort of wanders by, picks up a
box, tries to get it into the trunk and then says
resignedly, "Your mother is such a good
packer."
With that my mother appears from
whatever room in the house she was in. This
year she was fishing a lost sock out of the kitty
litter box downstairs in the laundryroom
when the call came. She wears her carpacking championship ensemble — maroon
knit pants and matching top with a
contrasting sash filled with all her carpacking championship patches. Glistening in
the garage corner are 10 2-foot-tall trophies,
little momentos of mother's 10 national carpacking championship victories.
Where in the world did you get all this
stuff?" she finally asks and then with a glint
in her eye, begins to make like the gestapo,
ordering everybody and everything about.
"Hand me that box over there. Did you
remember to pack the Pepto-Bismol? You
know how that food disagrees with you. Oh,
we've just got to consolidate this mess."
Consolidate. Where my mother came up
with that one is still a puzzle to me, but as the
chore of packing wore on the word took on
new and very different meanings. In other
words, consolidate soon came to mean "you
can do without it"

"Do you really need that 50-pound bag of
potting soil? Where are you going to even put
two bean bags and one rocking chair? Why
don't you leave your typewriter home for your
mother to use?" \yere her frenzied questions.
Before the trunk and back seat of the car
looked too settled I asked, "What about all my
plants?"
My mother bared her teeth like a Venus Fly
Trap and snapped, "Plants! Plants! I don't
care what you do with them. Give them to
Euell Gibbons! I don't care. We've just to got
to consolidate this mess."

By now, all I could see was Euell Gibbons
munching on my asparagus fern and asking
for a second helping of English Ivy. So I
decided to hold the plants on my lap and shut
up.
Finally, the moment I had waited for had
arrived. The trunk was shut, my sister and
her boyfriend were in the car ready to take
me to Moorhead and I was sitting in the back
seat next to a rocking chair, a 50-pound bag of
potting soil, a 12-inch television and two
suitcases, holding two boxes of plants on my
lap.
As we pulled out of the driveway I stole one
last look at my mother and father. Dad was
standing there smiling and waving while
Mom undid her sash of car-packing patches
and went back to the garage to polish up her
trophies. Yes, my mother is a car-packing pro
and she knows it. That's why I'll never tell her
that five miles away from home we hit a pot
hole, the trunk flew open and I lost six pair of
shoes, a wine bottle with a candle in it and two
years worth of Playboy magazines.
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Hegranes on Senate plans (con't. from P. 2)
Hegranes. Last year, it was
open two weeks at the beginning
and end of each quarter.
The Co-op, a tri-college effort
to aim student buying power at
member
businesses in
exchange for a special discount,
has added seven retailers and
dropped "some they had had
trouble with," said Hegranes.
"Students didn't use it (The
Co-op) that much, except for
theatre tickets, and there were
more of those given out at MSC
than at the other colleges,"
Hegranes added.
-V

This year, the coordinators
plan to publicize the,,
inducements better and,
although funds are a problem,
will push the poster advertising
more. A booklet stating what
businesses and discounted
merchandise were available,
was printed last year and
possibly will be published
again. Jean Farrand is MSC's
coordinator.

cost plus 10 per cent. Non- information flow," Hegranes
employed students could buy plans to appoint each senator
merchandise at cost plus 20 per to standing committees such as
cent.
the Bookstore Committee,
Hegranes notes that such an Parking and Safety Committee,
operation would have to be CC&I, the Council on Student
located off-campus since ARA A f f a i r s , t h e C o m s t o c k
Slater, he believes, holds all on- Memorial Union Committee
campus vending rights.
and the Student Activity Budget
In an effort to increase "the Committee.

It's time to choose your rings

In this manner, Hegranes
hopes to find out the "why's" to
the questions of on-campus
parking and of the Bookstore's
pricing policies.
The Student Senate's first
meeting will be held at 4 p.m.,
Sept. 16, in the Senate
Chambers, 2nd Floor, Comstock
Memorial Union.

WELCOME
BACK!
to Moorhead State College
from

The Student Senate secretary
is studying the possibility of an
off-campus food coop serving
"mostly commuter students,"
said Hegranes. Lori Giddings is
researching a store which
would vend wholesale food
items and employ students.
In other such co-ops around
the country, students having
worked four hours a month in
the store are entitled to food at

Morthport
largo

Holiday Mall
Moorhead.

610 Main, Fargo
232-2008
Open Mon. Until 9:00
Evenings By Appointment

c°sJ

Large Seating Capacity!

We invite groups and organizations.
Mexican Village caters
to parties and banquets anywhere.
Open:
11-11 Mon-Thurs
ll-l:30am Fri-Sat

814 Main
Fargo
293-0120

MSC dorm programs draw 96%
occupancy opening week; liable
to increase by next week
Would you have believed a 101
per cent dormitory occupancy
this fall at Moorhead State
College?
Earlier this summer, Housing
Director Elliot Garb predicted a
possible 101 per cent ddrm
occupancy for fall quarter, with
a 98-100 per cent occupancy to
be reached for sure by the
opening of school.
Now Garb says the
application pattern has changed
during the last four weeks as
compared to the last three or
four years, forcing him to
change his predictions about
per cent of occupancy.

costs have risen since last year.
It will cost students $331 a
quarter for room and 21 meals
per week this year. Last year
for room and meals, the cost
was $304. Despite these rising
costs, the student may find offcampus living
is also
increasing in cost to the point
where dorm living might be
more economically feasible."
Garb also suggests the
conveniences offered by oncampus living might be
important factors for students
in determining where to live.

"If a student lives on-campus,
he is right there with his
Garb said right now there is a classes, school activities and
96 per cent occupancy with this school social functions. He
figure due to change by next doesn't have to do any cleaning,
week. He said the original except his own room; doesn't
predictions probably will not be have to cook any meals and
met, but a more accurate doesn't have to worry about a
picture will be available next broken down car keeping him
from classes in the winter."
week.
Pointing out that the revised
lower prediction still will not
change the number of students
who wanted a single room and
did not receive them, Garb
said, "that out of 300 single
room applications, I think only
10 students got one."

There are other possible
reasons for the steady rise in
dormitory requests, Garb
notes:

"The environment on campus
must be very good," no amount
"We're really tight with of advertising will lure the
h o u s i n g f o r m e n , G a r b student to give up his freedom
explained, "We're starting to in an apartment to live on
use
guest facilities in some campus unless the environment
cases. As far as the women's is as good or better."
housing goes, we still have
ample space available."
"We did increase our
advertising
last year. In fact, it
Approximatel y 40 per cent of
first year we
the dormitory space is taken up was the
by freshmen, 30 per cent by advertised extensively, with
sophomore and the rest by posters on cam pus and ads in
juniors and seniors. Freshmen the Advocate and on KMSC.
are required to live on campus Whatever the reasons, they
their entire academic year, have resulted in 200-225 more
unless they are residents of the students wanting to live on
Fargo-Moorhead are, are living campus."
with a relative or are victims of
financial or family
"Where are we going to put
emergencies. For the first time,
sophomores this school year the students if enrollment does
will be allowed to have quarter reach 101 per cent?" he asks.
contracts permitting them "Well, we are currently making
more leeway in moving
off plans to use the guest rooms in
each of the dormitories and
campus.
utilize space that has been
According to Garb, there has formerly used for study rooms
been a 5 per cent increase in and recreation areas. Of course,
dorm occupancy over last year. dorm occupancy always drops
Last year, 40 per cent of full- during winter and spring
time MSC students lived on quarters due to students
campus, the estimated figure graduating or leaving school.
for this year should increase to Our biggest problems with
45 per cent of the full-time limited space will be alleviated
after fall quarter."
students.
Asked what seems to be the
attraction of dormitory life as
compared to apartment living,
Garbcould not really pinpoint the
reason for the popularity in
opting for dorm living.
"For one thing," Garb points
out, "housing and food service

Garb
contemplates the
possibility of utilizing Murray
Commons, which was originally
built to serve as a second food
service. After it was built,
school enrollment slacked
enough so Kise Commons could
handle the flow of students

RENTAL
Darkroom and Studio Facilities
(B&W —COLOR—COLORSLIDES)

PLUS CUSTOM PROCESSING
Want More Information? Call Evenings
235-8660

1328 MAIN/ FARGO/ N.D. 58102

properly and Murray Commons
has been housing the New
Center.

BALMER MOTOR CO.

"In the past, Kise Commons
has not been operating to full
capacity,". Garb says. "During
the busiest months in the fall,
it opens all lines for only a short
time during the supper hour.
With a high occupancy in the
dorms this year, we will be able
to see if Kise can handle this
number of students."

814-Center Ave. Moorhead
233-1573

DART SPORT RALLYE

"It will be a good test of
whether we will need to open
Murray Commons in the future
if dorm occupancy continues to
be so high."

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew

EXTRA CARE M
ENGMEERMG MAKES
ADVFERENGEM
DODGE. DEPEND ON IT.

COMPLETE SALES AND SERVICE,
DODGE TRUCKS, CARS, VANS
AND THE ECONOMICAL COLT.

OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292
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Would like to welcome all MSC students back to the FargoMoorhead area. We are looking forward to serving you and rapping
with you during the school year.
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Boogie
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Means action and Stereoland consistantly offers top quality audio
equipment at the lowest possible price. Again welcome back and the
best to you from Stereoland in the upcoming school year.
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Shopping Center is the location for our Moorhead store. The store
manager is always available for consultation. Stereoland has closed
its downtown Fargo store and opened a new store in the Village West
Shopping Center just North of West Acres.
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Brookdale Shopping Center, MHD
& Village West Shopping, Fargo
Open 12-9 Weekdays
10-6 Saturdays
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MOTHERS RECORDS
NEW ALBUM SALE

Large Rack... $2.88
All $5.98 List ...Only $3.97
All $6.98 List..Only $4.69

8 SPORTING GOODS
DOWNTOWN FARGO

Holiday Mall
612 N.P. Ave.
City Center

237-9194

Moorhead
Fargo
Fergus Falls

THINK SNOW

and visit the N.W.'s largest ski shop

Guys & Gals
Next time you're by a
mirror-take a GOOD

look.

Then call us

asBa&efs*
WEST
ACRES
Phone 282-6100

We do great things
for your head!

X

U/ECT

4401
13th AVE. S.

Welcome Students

TO MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE

HSi and TO UNION STATE BANK
Come in and register for a FREE AM-FM digital dock radio.
(No purchase necessary).
New additional banking hours: Starting Sept. 14 West Acres office will be open

Drawing To Be Held Oct. ,,,974 ,
(No Purchase Necessary)
Monday evenings — 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

union state bank, the west acres bank.
people moving ahead, that's what banking is oil about.
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now called "the Bureau'

seniors: for best job chance, see placement center
By Pam Robinson
Are you seeking help in
finding a job after graduation?
Or do you need assistance in
selecting a career to suit your
goals in life? If the answer to
either of these questions is yes,
this article is what you are
looking for.

Specializing in two basic
career areas, teaching and nonteaching, the Bureau is located
at 210 Owens Hall. It is open and
The Bureau, formerly known in operation year around.
as the Placement Bureau, is a
The required annual fee must
job placement service available
to Moorhead State College be paid prior to the sending of
students, graduates, and the first set of credentials to a
alumni for a yearly $10 fee. The prospective employer. Upon
fee entitles a student to: the expiration of this period, no
recommendation
services, service is provided until the
forwarding of credentials to payment of another $10 fee,
prospective employers, use of which will again cover service
the career library which has for a period of one year dating
current listings of jobs from the receipt of payment.
available
nation wide and
Every current graduate is
interviews with representatives
of any agency visiting the advised to have a permanent
confidential file on record in the
campus.

Give
the gift
of l o v e

V

Bureau. Students who expect to
graduate in December, March,
June or August, are requested
to activate their files by the
preceding October. Or, the
student should register two
quarters prior to graduation.
Successful experience
improves the possibilites of
advancing to better positions
and the
Bureau's many
contacts enable a graduate to
learn of advancement
opportunities he might
not
otherwise encounter. Graduates
are therefore strongly advised
to update their Bureau records
each year.

teaching positions. As college
enrollment increased, however,
the job duties also grew and a
separate placement service
office was started in the early
1950's.
When the trend toward liberal
arts education at MSC became
popular, more and more
students became qualified for
non-teaching jobs. The
placement service expanded to
include an associate director in
the early 1960's to handle this
area.

Ray Sorenson was the first
full-time Placement director,
followed by Dr. T.E. Smith. The
The original placement current director, Dr. Warner
services at MSC used to be Brand, took over in 1962.
handled by the chairman of the
Education Department, who
Dr. Brand handles the
only was concerned with filling p l a c e m e n t o f s t u d e n t s i n
teaching jobs and his Associate
Director John Johnson, handles
placement in non-teaching
areas.

£djU£cd& ipDlVidjrf#
io ihc fimh thinqA in life

A perfect Keepsake diamond
backed by our written guarantee
of perfect quality, fine white color
and correct modern cut. Come in
today to see our exciting collection
of Keepsake Diamond Rings.

R E G I S T E R E D J L D I AM O N D

A weekly listing of job
vacancies, mailed to students
registered with the Bureau, is
also included in the $10 fee.

VISIT POPEYES

The advice Dr. Brand gives to
any student looking for a
teaching job is to utilize MSC's
placement services and register
for placement by early winter
for a teaching job in the fall.

R I N G S

1) Old Mill back-to-school special
2) Largest chilled wine selection in the area
3) Only 200yds from the Red River

Ocuteln
Holiday Mall
Moorhead, Minn.

Popeye's
Off Sale

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World

4th & Main
Moorhead

Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

In July, 1974, 160,000 lovers of Rock and Roll got together in
the Ozarks for the most ambitious rock test sjnce Woodstock.
On September 15th from noon until midnight, KWIM-FM stereo
98.7 will re-broadcast the great Ozark jam of 1974.

Dr. Brand urges students to
use college facilities before they
turn
to a professional
employment agency. He
explained that schools hiring
teachers tend to look first at
college placement offices
rather than professional
agencies, causing only the more
obscure, unwanted teaching
positions to be handled through
agencies.
Three major limitations that
seem to plague students seeking
teaching jobs, according to Dr.
Brand, are: though single,
limiting the geographic arba in
which you are willing to accept
a job; being married and both
husband and wife insisting on

LAMPIII!

Sponsored By:
TACOShop

Lariat Bar

A&W division
of Fargo

Wardrobe

International

Herbst

Pipe Shop

Axis

AN OLD FRIEND"
Nightly

Highway Host

The Earring Shop

8:30 - 1:00
•00 AM - 1:00 AM

•

Sandwiches
11 - 4
HOLIDAY MALL Moorhead
233-5221
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Haircutters

I H Lift IS BOUnTlfUL...

do better things for your head
MEN'S SIDE
NORTH DOOR
236-4247

WOMEN'S SIDE
SOUTH DOOR
235-3109

events calendar

v

Sept. 8-21
Art Show: Minneapolis Tribune Editorial Cartoons — Art Gallery, Union
Sept. 12 & 13
All Day — All Recreation Activities, One-half price, Games Room, Union
Thursday, Sept. 12
7 p.m.—Undergraduate English Exam—Library Auditorium
9 p.m. — Coffeehouse Presents: Jim Rick & Jim Kope, Wooden Nickel,
Union
9 p.m. — SUPB Free Dance, "Pulse", Ballroom, Union
Friday, Sept. 13
7 p.m. — Undergraduate English Exam — Library Auditorium
8 p.m. — SUPB free Movie: "The Freshman" with Harold Loyd — Lobby,
Union
9 p.m. — Coffeehouse Presents: Sean Blackburn and David Hughes —
Wooden Nickel, Union
Saturday, Sept. 14
Free Bus to West Acres — Leaving Grantham Circle at 10, 12, 1 and 3 —
departing from West Acres at 12:30, 1:30 and 4:30 — Sponsored by IRHC
9 a.m. — Undergraduate English Exam — Library Auditoriuim
1:30 p.m. — Football: Moorhead State College vs. Concordia College —
Nemzek Field
9 p.m. — Coffeehouse Presents: Sean Blackburn and David Hughes —
Wooden Nickel, Union
Sunday, Sept. 15
8 p.m. — Coffeehouse presents: Coati Mundi — Wooden Nickel, Union
Tuesday, Sept. 17
3:30 p.m. — Department Tea: Geology-Geography— Bridges 355
7:30 p.m. — Department Tea: Mathematics— Bridges 263
Wednesday, Sept. 18
10 a.m.— Department Tea: Industrial Education — Hagen 108
3 p.m. — Department Tea: Business Administration & Accounting —
Bridges 162
4 p.m. — Department Tea: Computer Science — Flora Frick264
8 p.m. — Department Tea: Astronomy-Physics — Hagen 308
8 p.m. — SUPB Film: "Cabaret" Weld Auditorium ( To be shown on
Thursday, Sept. 19)

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

•5

THAT'S THE TIME TO SAVE FOR RAINY DAYS
Life can be beautiful — but there are times when difficulties arise.
Having a "rainy day" fund can help a family through those difficult
periods. That's why a savings account is essential in these days of un
certainty. Here, you have a wide choice of accounts, ranging from our
regular passbook account to 4-year certificates, all paying the highest
possible interest, compounded continuously and credited quarterly.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENR0CK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024

FIRST NATIONAL
_ BANK

Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

/
^

In Moorhead

gijHii

An Affiliate of Northwest Bancorporation
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(formerly Big Steer)
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Welcoming back MSC students
with a

% discount
(with student ID's)
Daily Noon Specials — Sunday Dinner Specials
Come Out and Meet the New Owners
Terry Rose and Jr. Krabbenhoft

TJs Restaurant

The Air Force Pilot has it
made. AirForce ROTC
will help you make it.
1 lere's how.
If you qualify, the Air Force
ROTC will provide the flying
lessons. It'll be in a small
light airplane: but—you're
started towards the day when
you'll solo in an Air Force jet.
That's only one of the benefits
of the Ail- Force ROTC Pro
gram. Consider all this:
Scholarships that cover full
tution; Plus reimbursement
for textbooks. Plus lab and
incidental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free,
to use as you like.
Interested? Contact

AFROTC NDSU
;lt

4 miles East Mhd-l-94

237-8186

ITT IT AU.TOCKTHKR
IN AIR FORI K ROTC

Pat* 10

Budget Music

Student Productions

221 Broadway

SAVEw
MONEY

Use your
Tri-College discount
soon at:
GUNTHAR
WATERBEDS

Fargo

Also, used albums
and tapes; much
more.

P.O. Box 1306
Fargo, N.D. 58102

WELCOME

F-M COLLEGE STUDENTS
DURING THE MONTH OF September ALLENS AUTOHAUS in
vites all student VW owners to
come in and get your car ser
viced or tuned for the coming
winter, at a 15% discount.
You must be a student.
Please bring your college I.D.
Gill for an appointment.

&Uen? &uto&au$
3405 West Main, Fargo

DAVID v
LOGGINS

We have the lowest
priced albums and
tapes in North
Dakota!

Dan Bredell

237-0630

Also—Pure Prairie League
Tell someone you love

ADVOCATE
WANT ADS
NOW

Concordia College Auditorium
7:30 P.M.

SATURDAY

Sept. 21, 1974
Tickets a t Schmitt Music—Fargo,
and a t C-400 a t Concordia College

BRONX'S
. Serving Fargo-Moorhead And MSC With The
Finest In Beer, Wine, Liquor And Convenience
At Their New Drive-In Window.

'BRONX'S

Get all your liquor at
Bronk's, andhave a
"BUCKIN"GOOD TIME!"
20 So. University Drive, Fargo

SITIPORIUm PRESENTS'.
llhcle

y6.

Presents

Call 235-3122

UUhacLao +?. F<xt- owt! We'veeach just inherited $50O BUCKS
-from noy unclej
k
= ftQelvo....

M=Melvo's
Legacy

WMUim
COMIX HAND-CARVED WOODEN GOODS
ROLLERS PIPES T-SHIRTS PAPERS POSTERS
RINGS TAPESTRIES TAPES RECORDS
CLIPS BLACKLIGHTS INCENSE CANDLES
RUGS BEADS BEDSPREADS I NDI AN IMPORTS
KEY CHAI N S

CERAMICS I NCENSE BURNERS

NECKLACES WIND CHIMES

611 Main Ave.

Moonhead
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Welcome back, students & faculty
When you're hungry for a steak place# come on out to the Bonanza
Sirloin Pit# where the steaks are terrific!

MSC

&

Si

1
I

Sunday Special
to

NEW YORK
Cut# reg. $2.79

8V2OZ.

7oz. TOP SIRLOIN
reg. $2.39
15oz. T-BONE STEAK
reg. $3.79

OFF REGULAR
PRICE
ON THESE
THREE STEAKS J
(I.D.'s must be shown)
—

moonhead

STATECOLLttE

1-3*7

BONANZA

These steaks are
grilled to your order, and
include tossed salad#
your choice of dressing,
baked potato and Texas
toast!

S/NIO/N

p/r

*5

$

Qo

IS
§ S
I

son&nz& smuinm

NO TIPPING

'CQME AS YOU ARE'

2515 S. University Drive

STAN KOSTKA
Sporting Goods Co.
719 Broadway
Fargo, N. Dak. 58102
Dial 293-7195

Do you read
the want ads?
(So does
everyone else.)

ADVOCATE
WANT ADS

e
25

official bulletin
FALL CALENDAR: Pocket calendars for the 1974-75 College Year are
available from the Office of Admissions and Records. The following dates
should be observed for 1974 Fall Quarter:
Wednesday, Sept. 11 — All classes begin (including evening).
Thursday-Friday, Sept. 12-13 —Final fee payments (Frick262).
Tuesday, Sept. 24 — Last day to add classes; last day to apply for
pass-no credit option.
Monday, Oct. 14 — Columbus Day —no classes.
Friday, Oct. 18 — Fall Quarter Midterm.
Friday, Nov. 8— Last day to withdraw from classes.
Wednesday-Friday, Nov. 20-22 — Final Class Week.
Tuesday, Nov. 26 —Official closeof quarter; grades due.
PROGRAM CHANGES:Students who paid tuition and fees before the
August 30 deadline may make program changes without penalty at the
Admissions and Records Office windows on Tuesday or Wednesday, Sept. 17
or 18. Drop-add slips must be signed by instructors of any classes to be
added. Refunds will be made for reduction of credits (this applies only to
those who paid before August 30). A fee of $2 will be charged for all other
program changes unless they result in credit reductions. No refund will be
made for program changes except as stipulated above.
PASS NO CREDIT: The deadline for applying for pass-no credit grading
will be 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 24. Forms are available at the Admissions
and Records Office windows. Students who are sophomores or above may
elect one course per quarter (to a maximum of 24 credits) to be graded as

DIAMOND
RINGS

Get It Together
At

Concept 208
Dance To The Uglies
Men's wardrobe# women's wardrobe and a
water bed to be given away.

It's All Happening
At The Fargo Civic
Thursday, Sept, 12
Get Your Free Ticket
With Any Purchase At
VANITY
YOUNG AMERICA AND WALRUS
All Open Until 9:00 Thursday

pass-no credit ("SS" or no entry).

NOW APPEARING
ON TARGET EVERY TIME

GasLite Lounge

££NYON

IT'S THE PLACE TO GO

Featuring:

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

Neubarth's Jewelry
LOCATED IN
THEMOORHEAD
CENTER MALL

NATURAL & ORGANIC
VITAMINS & FOODS
High Protein Foods
Low Calorie • Diet Foods
Dried Fruits - Juices - Teas
Grains - Cereals - Flours
Minerals - Oils - Yogurt
Raw and Roasted Nuts
Special Candy Bars
Health Books & Magazines

Hugh & Florence Anstett
13 S. 4, Moorhead 236-5999

Happy Hour from 4 to 7
Think and Drink—Tuesday and
Thursday 7:00 - 9:00
AND SATURDAY
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building a future at MSG
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All heads turn to Dahl Hall as a freshman girl is told whereto check in.
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A box of Windsor Canadian or just a couple of sweaters and a clock radio?

Nelson Hall looms

lind

Helpful, puzzled and sleepy-eyed. A range of feelings as freshmen move into
the dorms.

FALL QUARTER ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Columbus Day — No Classes
Monday, Oct. 14
Midterm
Friday, Oct. 18
Winter Pre-Registration
Tuesday-Friday, Nov. 12-15
Final Class Schedule
Wednesday-Friday, Nov. 20-22
Residence Halls Close (5 p.m.)
Friday, Nov. 22
Fall Quarter Closes
Tuesday, Nov. 26

Photos by Pat Karley

a cluster of trunk unloader s.
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arts
television
By Bruce R. Miller
This fall, viewers of the NBC
television network will not only
be "turning on the network of
the new" but they will also be
seeing the most star-studded
and expensive line-up of
specials and motion pictures to
come on the airwaves since
NBC first struck its chimes in
1930.
Joining the seven returning
and eleven new series this
season are such blockbuster
movies as "The Godfather,"
"Gone With the Wind,"
"Klute," "Rachel, Rachel" and
"Dr. Zhivago," with such big
name stars as Dean Martin,
Ann Margret, Bing Crosby,
Burt Reynolds, and Bob Hope,
each doing at least one musical
outing for the network which
finds itself without a single
variety hour for the first time in
its 43-vear history.
For drama specials, NBC has
Richard Burton in two
"Hallmark Hall of Fame"
stanzas, "Brief Encounter"
(with Sophia Loren making her
television acting debut) and
"The Gathering Storm," a
biography of Sir Winston
Churchill based on the first
volume of the late prime
minister's World War 2
memoirs. In addition to Loren,
Sarah Miles and Michael York
will be appearing for the first
time on television in one of the
"Bell Telephone Family
Theatre" editions, "Great
Expectations," a new musical
version of Charles Dickens'
famous novel. Other
adaptations planned for the
small screen include Richard
Chamberlain as "The Count of
Monte Cristo," David Niven as
Oscar Wilde's "Canterville
Ghost" and Faye Dunaway and
Christopher Plummer in Arthur
Miller's forceful play, "After
the Fall."
Of the eleven new series (the
most NBC has had in recent
years), only two, "Sierra," and
"Chico and the Man" will be
premiering without previous
exposure via other established

NBC turns on with 11 new series
series, the "NBC World doesn't have a gimmick) is that Prairie," starring Michael
Premiere Movie" circuit, of in he is a Harvard educated, Landon as the patriarch of
the case of "Born Free," on the Italian lawyer from the city who Laura Ingalls Wilder's famous
neighborhood movie screens comes to a small southwestern "Little House" books. If the
"The NBC Sunday Mystery town to hang his shingle. Like high quality of this series'
Movie" will be adding one new "Doc Elliot" and George Apple, premier show is maintained all
element, "Amy Prentiss," in he will find that people in rural year long, "The Little House on
place of the low-rated "Hec areas are not likely to jump at the Prairie" should be one of the
Ramsey" which was dropped the drop of a hat to support his big hits of 1974. Not only will it
from the rotating series last point of view. In Garner's case, attract a large family audience,
May. Starring as the big-city the handicap is an undeserved but also a good deal of the irate
chief of detectives is Jessica five-year prison record which "Bonanza" viewers should
Walters who first took office has given him the incentive to tune in to finally see how well
last season on a special two- solve cases which the police Little Joe fares with a wife and
hour "Ironside" episode. have not been able to crack. His three daughters.
Another series aimed at the
family crowd is "Born Free"
starring Gary Collins and
Diana Maldaur as George and
Joy Adamson, the game warden
and his wife who raised and
freed Elsa the lioness. The
stories will probably take a
National Geographic slant for
the first few weeks to show off
the authentic Nairobi scenery.
However, after a majority of
the African animals have been
shown romping in their native

Hart man portrays a warm,
sensitive English teacher in
Webster Groves, Mo., who uses
innovative classroom
techniques to win the
admiration of his students.
Thrown in to add tohis likability
is the fact that he was formerly
a major league pitcher (which
puts him in good graces with his
male students) and presently
grieves as a widower (which
should attract
the attention
of his female pupils).
Besides being NBC's only
comedy series, "Chico and the
Man" has young comedian
Freddie Prinze and veteran
actor Jack Albertson going for
it. Prinze excellently assumes
the role of Chico, a broadminded, eager Chicano
who
talks complacent Ed (the Man)
Brown (Albertson) into letting
him join his failing garage
business. From advance
previews, "Chico and the Man"
has all the earmarks of a
winner, although Prinze may

Freddie Prinze and Jack Albertson join forces on "Chico ft The Man.'

Hopefully, for Walters and her
excellent supporting cast, the
competition during her
alternate weeks will not be as
strong as ABC and CBS are
lining up to go against the other
Mystery Movie sleuths.
And, as the saying goes, "if
there's room for one, there is
always room for two," and so
NBC has another woman cop
battling the forces of evil. On
Friday, Angie Dickinson,
appropriately billed as "Police
Woman" will be using her
feminine wiles and sexy good
looks to do in all the baddies and
outdo all of her male
counterparts.
The new male crime fighters
this year are Barry Newman
as "Petrocelli" and James
Garner as Jim Rockford in
"The Rockford Files."
Newman's gimmick (and name
one detective this year who

this week
Sept. 8-21 — Minneapolis Tribune Editorial Cartoons,
Exhibit, CMU Gallery.
Sept. 12 — Jim Rick and Jim Kope, Wooden Nickel
Coffeehouse, 9-12 p.m. free.
Sept. 12 — Pulse, Dance, CMU Ballroom, 9-12 p.m. free.
Sept. 13 & 14 — Blackburn and Hughes, Wooden Nickel
Coffeehouse, 9-12 p.m., free.
Sept. 13 — The Freshman, SUPB Films, CMU Lounge, 8
p.m., free. Harold Lloyd stars in this amusing story of an
unknowing college freshman. The silent film will be
accompanied by a live musical score.
Sept. 16 — Forensics meeting, CA—Room 34, 7 p.m. All
students interested in participating in intercollegiate
Speech and Debate activities are urged to attend.
Sept. 18 & 19 — Cabaret, SUPB Films, Weld Auditorium, 8
p.m., 50 cents. Liza Minnelli stars in this 1972 musical which
won her an Oscar and international fame.

"Petrocelli's" Susan Howard and
Barry Newman.

success at finding the culprits
which the police dept. cannot
does not put him in a favorable
light with the Los Angeles
Police Department. But then
with such inarticulate cops as
Jack Webb's "Adam-12"
officers working for the city, it
is easy to see why James
Garner with his suave, debonair
manner does not jell with
L.A.P.D.
Jack Webb, however, has
succeeded once again in
bringing to television another
clipped-dialogue series which is
long on action and short on plot.
This time the heroes of the day
are forest rangers and their
domain is the fictitious Sierra
National Park. Starring in
Thursday's "Sierra" are Ernest
Thompson, James G.
Richardson and Susan Foster, a
young trio which will have to
save quite a few people from
forest fires, drowning and the
ever-present fear of being
mauled to death by bears in
order to lure the viewers from
CBS's hit family series, "The
Waltons."
Wednesdays, NBC will
present one of the most eagerly
awaited shows of the season,
"The Little House on the

"Born Free's" Diana Muldaur, Elsa the lioness and Gary Collins trek down
the path of what they hope will be success.

habitat, this series should settle
down and focus on Elsa and her
guardians' problems adapting
to the wild country.
NBC's most insecure series
this fall is "Moving' On," the
exploits of two gypsy truckers,
Claude Akins and Frank
Converse, whose travels take
them to all parts of the country.
Riding on the success of their
World Premiere Feature, "In
Tandem" the dynamic duo is
hoping that producer Phil
D'Antoni will involve them in
enough chase scenes a la "The
French Connection" and
"Bullitt" to pull them through
fhp cpa«nn
The two most promising
series NBC has scheduled are,
without a doubt, "Lucas
Tanner" and "Chico and the
Man." In the former, David

find the tough ratings struggle
opposite CBS's much-touted
"Planet of the Apes" far more
difficult to conquer than his
frequent battles with Albertson.
The final new entry on NBC is
the "World PremieieMovie" on
Tuesday night which promises
the entire gamut of stars
appearing in film versions of
such best-sellers as "Sybill,"
"Law and Order" and all-new
productions of "The Grapes of
Wrath" and "The Red Badge of
Courage."
With such an ambitious
schedule of programs planned
by NBC, however, the other two
networks should merit several
fed badges of courage
for
merely attempting to match the
National
Broadcasting
Company's high aspirations for
ratings success.
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first Reader's Theatre production a delight

theatre

'Passionella' crowns night with 'Feiffer's People'

By Bruce R. Miller
The MSC Reader's Theatre
began its 1974-75 season Monday
night with a delightful
interpretati
of "Feiffer's
People."

warmed the audience and set a
high pace that continued
throughout the evening.

suddenly found himself drafted
into the Army and Mellstrom
and Diane Baseman (sr-Silver
Bay) as sexually frustrated
I n t e r s p e r s e d a m o n g t h e lovers who presented one of the
numerous short blackouts were finest "in the dark" comedy
several solo sketches which dialogues ever to come to the
The talented cast of six, like afforded each of the leads an MSC stage in recent history.
their opening positions, had a opportunity to display their
difficult time finding their way talents under a variety of
The crowning achievement of
with Jules Feiffer's material guises.
"Feiffer's People," however,
until Reader's Theatre veterans
Michael Mellstrom (jr-Roseau)
Particularly outstanding came in the finale when the
and Faye Couch (sr-Rapid City, w e r e A1 S h o r t e r ( s o - sextet joined to tell the
SD) hit the stage with a Underwood) as four-year old extremely amusing tale of
hilarious Superman routine that Monroe, a bratty youngster who "Passionella," a Cinderella
take-off about a poor chimney
sweep
who becomes a
voluptuous movie star and
takes the film industry by
If bright lights, applause and laughter
storm.

excite you,

plan to audition for the

Using a fine blend of film,
slides, and special effects, the
story succeeded primarily
because of the excellent acting
skill of Julie Ruhland (soFargo), who expertly combined
the best of Marilyn Monroe and
Carol Burnett to literally
develop into the dizzy-headed
sex goddess. Lending fine
support to Ruhland's tour de
force were Shorter as her
effeminate fairy godfather and
Ralph Haffley (sr-Richmond)
as her non-conformist film star
husband. The story ended

fall quarter MSC Theatre production,
George Bernard Shaw's
"The Devil's Disciple."
Tryouts will be held September 17 and
18

in the CA Auditorium beginning

LINDA LOVELACE
in the movie that made
her famous At)ULTS

at 7 p.m. each evening.

ONLY!

6>
WT

PHONE: 293-5600

Now 7:30 - 9:40

In the spotlight, Ralph Haffley takes center stage to become one of "Feiffer's
People." Photo by Kurt Clemmensen.

happily, of course, and the cast,
as in the beginning, found
themselves once again
scrambling for position before
the crowd arose and left during
the familiar strains of the "Star
Spangled Banner."
Despite a rushed atmosphere
during many of the scenes,
Michael Kelly's direction and
adaptation were, for the most

Oiuwa 70
So. Hwy. 81

This story of a brash, pushy kid in 1948 on
his way to becoming a tycoon will have you
talking about it for months.

237-0022

I

THE
APPRENTICESHIP
OF

DUDDY
KRAVITZ

part, very polished and concise.
While the use of different
mediums and props may have
elevated this presentation to a
position more closely related to
actual theatre than reader's
theatre, it was an excellent
production that should have
impressed the largely freshman
audience with the high degree of
professionalism that has
become a hallmark of the MSC
Theatre Department.

West Acres Center

282-2626

BROADWAY;
•t

&e

Oncmall
West Acres Center

282-2626

2)S-t2M

PLUS A Special • feoture direct from L.A. —
Changes every week!!

G*

302 Main Ave.

293-1430

_

Special Midnight Show!

.

Arthur W. Jones

MGM INTRODUCES A NEW FILM EXPERIENCE

West Fargo, N.D.

Post 7564

12:00

NO GLASSES-ALL YOU NEED ARE YOUR EYES

Fri.
13th
Sat.
14th

We Invite

All
Seats
$1.50

All qualified veterans

LOUNGE
BANQUET ROOM
WEEKLY DANCES
LIFE INSURANRE

with membership

to stop in and
see w h a t membership
in the n e w

WICKED, WICKED
TWICE THE TENSION! TWICE THE TERROR!

VFW Club has to offer.

@0 METR0C0L0R

A non-profit organization

V

CINEMA I
WEST ACRES

MGM

AND

CINEMA 70
1 Mile So. of 1-94 On
U.S.81
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$10 a year buys continuing job aid
. . . Continued From Page 8

jobs in close geographic
proximity, and not having good
double majors with special
empha :s on the latter. Dr.
Brand explains schools are
looking for teachers with odd
combinations of majors, for
instance, math and English. Dr.
Brand observes that students
with one strong major are not
in such high demand anymore.
Percentage of teacher
placement at MSC is better than
the average in Minnesota
colleges. Dr. Brand warns that
any student looking for a
teaching job on his own today
probably will have little
success.
Occupying Dr. Brand's
neighboring office, John
Johnson works with nonteaching placement.

Seiko DX.

Sounding a bit more optirristic
regarding the job market,
Johnson said a high percentage
of students who register with
the Bureau get placed in nonteaching areas. The relatively
small numbers that do not get
placed are the result of the
geographic limitations on
applicatipns.
Johnson urges all seniors and
underclassmen to come in and
look over the
Bureau's
facilities. He says early in the
fall quarter is the best time for
seniors who will gradute in the
spring to register for job
placement.
Johnson explains until
recently the Bureau has been
known as the Placement
Bureau.
"We decided to change the
name to the Career Planning
and Placement Bureau for
more reasons than just a name
change. We offer other benefits
along with our placement
services. We have a career

appear on the MSC Campus.
Surprisingly, many of the job
descriptions the companies
send out do not specify the
major a student should have.

coming year. We have sent out
200 invitations and I am
confident a good percentage of
them will reply favorably."
Johnson also stresses the
advantages of looking for job
placement through the college
facilities rather than a
professional employment
agency.

planning program that can be of
Employers are basically
a big help to a student who is
looking for an educated person
undecided as to what kind of
who: can make decisions,
career to choose."
analyze and solve problems and
organize his thinking logically.
Many students are undecided
"One big difference between
about what career to choose and
Also, potential employers are us and a professional agency, "
the Bureau offers "career
not concerned solely with the Johnson says, "is they may find
counseling" for job oriented
academic achievements of the you a job, but probably will
students.
graduate.
charge 10 per cent of your first
year's earnings for their
Johnson emphasizes the
If the student has a 4.0 services. We'll find you the
Bureau's concern for the
average, but did not have any same job for $10."
individual. "We deal with the
extra-curricular activities, he
individual in their area; we help
may have difficulties finding a
The Career Planning and
them to define their goals. A few
job.
Placement Bureau is open from
of these goals are: personal,
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
major area of interest and
"During the school' year 1972- through Friday. Students are
geographic preference. If the
73, we had 37 companies urged to stop in and browse
student doesn't know what's
interview students on our through the 3,000-4,000 booklets
going on, we want to give him
campus. Last year we hosted and pamphlets available in the
some help in choosing a
50-60 companies and we hope to c a r e e r l i b r a r y o n j o b
career."
increase that number in the descriptions and openings.
A special feature of the
Bureau's services is the number
of agencies who come to MSC to
interview potential employees
among students registered with
the Bureau. Johnson issues the
invitations to the different
companies asking them to

Dacotah Liquors

OFF SALE

GATEWAY EAST
Shopping Center
All Kinds and Sizes of
CIGARETTES *34'

If you can and would like to work on The
Advocate's Copy desk next year, stop in and tell
us. We're looking for people who can find and
correct misspelled words, errors In punctuation
and Improper word useage. Besides being
interesting and a lot of fun, the job also offers you
these extra benefits:

We Feature a Complete Selection off
Your Favorite Brands off LIQUOR, BEER
& WINES Imported & Domestic
"LOWEST PRICES ON"
NAME BRAND KEGS.

1. You may be paid.
2. You can receive up to 6 credits (2 per
quarter).
3. You gain Invaluable experience.

10< more for 100's.

Seiko brings him automationage accuracy in a totally new,
masculine shaped case. Self
winding, instant-set day/date
calendar, water tested to
98.2 ft. No. 54333M—17J,
stainless steel, iridescent blue
dial. $105.00. Also in yellow
with iridescent brown dial
$135.00.

MADSEN'S
JEWELRY

Across From
•aThe Lark Theatre
"meOldest Keepsake
Dealer In Town"

235-9291

9 AM - 1 AM Daily Monday thru Sat.
Phone 235-4037 300 Main Fargo

ALL YOU CAN EAT

EVERY MONDAY

2.00

SPRING FRIED CHICKEN $
^Welcome horned

Can you spot a
missppelled word?

With All The Trimmings

EVERY WEDNESDAY

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

$9 1 E

INTERSTATE 1-94 AND
With Meat Sauce and All The Trimmings dCe I &
HIGHWAY 75 SOUTH
EVERY FRIDAY
MOORHEAD, MINN.
233-6171
TORSK DINNER
$
+ 180 Guest Rooms
With All The Trimmings
+ Banquet and Meeting
Rooms for Any Size Group SUNDAY BUFFET — Flame Room
+ Enclosed Pool
11:30-2:00
Adults $3.25; Children $1.75

2.65

C0MIMG SOON—OUR NEW DISCOTHEQUE
MOTHERS RECORDS
52 4 5th St. No.—1 blk. off Broadway

North Dakota's Largest Selection
of Pipes and Smoking Accessories

Interested? Then sharpen your pencil and
bring your eraser to Room 121 CMU. Or call Jan
Fredrlckson at 236-2551.
. .

MAKE EPK0 INC. YOUR
NEAOQMRTERS FOR ALL
YOUR PN0Y0GRAPHIC NEEDS

wepko.iM.
631 N.P. Avenue, Fargo

SAVE
MONEY

Use your
Tri-College discount
soon at:
GUNTHAR
WATERBEDS

235-6651

Fargo's Notorious

FLAME

408 Roberts St.

*

Entertainment
Nightly
5:30-7:00 — 8: 30-12:45

Fargo's Only
G o - G o Girls

THE BEER DEPOT
1301 5th St. So., Fargo
Open Until 1:00 A.M. Monday thru Saturday

ON

TARGET EVERY
TIME
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how MSC spent
its summer vacation

mister
DonjuJL

Moorhead State College hosted its second annual Fourth of July
celebration on the mall. Over 2,000 people attended this year, twice
as many as the summer before. The event was fashioned after the
1930's Depression, with refreshments and entertainment available
for free or at depression-time prices. Prizes were awarded for the
best '30's costume, children's bicycle parade and oldest man and
woman in attendance. Minneapolis Star Newspaper columnist
Barbara Flanagan noted the event in her daily column,
commending MSC on its Bi-Centennial summer program. Plans
are now underway for next year's celebration.

1102 First Ave. North

Welcome Back
We appreciate the patronage MSC students have
given us and are offering this coupon and
quantity discounts for organizations, groups,
frats, sororities ... Call 293-9240
CLIP THIS COUPON

s

m MSC
m
m

Dr. Glaydon Robbins dean of the faculty of professional studies
retired this spring after 25 years of service. A testimonial surprise
dinner was held in his honor. Replacing Dr. Robbins is Dr.
Catherine Warrick from the New Center.

BUY 3 DONUTS GET

1 Donut Free

*
it
sA

In late May, the Minnesota State College Board approved an $80a-year increase for room and board at the six Minnesota State
Colleges. Student Union program fee was raised $9 and health
service fees were upped $6.

Coupon good now thru Sept. 15, 1973

IMiSter Dorvut"

*
m-

Moorhead State College hosted a Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Commission seminar July 31-Aug. 1. Topics discussed
included reciprocity between North Dakota and Minnesota schools,"
a method of predicting enrollment figures for Minnesota postsecondary schools and a new method was introduced on how to plan
for an overall budget.

m

REGULAR ASSORTMENT

1102 1st Ave. North Fargo

Want Ads

Want Ads

Want Ads

25*

25*

25*

THE PERFECT WATERBED AS DESIGNED BY A POTENTIAL CUSTOMER
Dccirmtfir/Fnmniis Artist fiberglass
fiHprcrlcrss;
Designer/Famous
sculptured avant garde headboard.

-—Dr
am amino dispenser
Dramamine
and oxygen in case of

Built-in organic herb
garden and terrarium.

+ Giant Poof Chairs
300 Chamber
"Baffle Boy" water
mattress, guaran
teed not to feel
any different than
conventional
mattress

Distilled rain
water collector^
— to be attached
outside of
dwelling.

-

7

/

r

lip

*

ri
I

t.—;

•

Jotfm

\

+ Imported Spreads

\

+ And the finest
in waterbeds
and accessories

.

.. J
•i i

'

f Recycled clothes, dryer lint, made
info simulated Yak-nap outercovering. •

+ Wall Hangings
+ Tapestries

V-..

(-

+ Bean Bag Chairs

Clear baffle, viewing window and
test gauges to check, for bad water,
(litmus paper included)-

Decomposition Catalytic
Heater fueled by last
night's leftovers.

Height adjustable
trailer truck dollywheels
with floation tires for
moving and cleaning.
.'Gauge, to measure• tidal effect of the moon.

wwywwffiMI

r
I
f

Remember to use your tricollege co-op for a 10 per cent
reduction on all waterbed items.

—Save MoneyUse your Tri-College
Discount at
Gunthers Waterbeds

Pollution-Free friction
drive heater/circulator
Pump and gyro.

. . . approximate cost $2,375.59 FOB
... delivery allowance — 180 days

Or

You can order our well designed G.W. in your choice of modern, rustic,
carved, or padded styles. We carry all sizes in stock with many
accessories available including sheets, spreads, mattress pads, and
bedroom furniture. Stop in at G.W. You won't find this white elephant but
you will find the finest selection of waterbeds in the area.

unlhfy
ujoterbed/
303 roberts st., forgo, n. dak., phone 232-3033
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want ads

Have We Got Fun For You!

FOR SALE: 1966 Mustang 289, V-8
engine, 4-speed, 64,000 miles, vinyl,
roof and power steering. Call 2363582.

COMING SOON

Bo Conrad Spit Band

Friday, Sept. 20

Also appearing . . . PAUL VANCE CA Auditorium

Smithsonian Photo Exhibit-"After the War"
Opens September 21—CMU Gallery

CIRCLE Kis alive and kicking!!
CIRCLE K is service!!

»

WANTED: Female roommate
wanted to share house close to
campus; $50 a month plus utilities.
Call 233-1160.
FREE MOVIE: "The Freshman,"
starring Harold Lloyd, 8 p.m. Friday
in the Student Union Main Lounge.
Sponsored by the SUPB.
SUPB: The Student Union
Program Board meets at 8 p.m.
Sundays in Room 226 Student Union.
Anyone interested in helping plan
student activities, such as films,
dances or concerts, is invited to
attend.

THIS WEEKEND
Thursday—In the Wooden Nickel—"Rick & Kope"—9-12 p.m.
Dance with "PULSE"—CMU Ballroom—9-12 p.m.
Friday—Movie—"The Freshman"—with LIVE Musical Score—8 p.m.
CMU Lounge In The Wooden Nickel—"Blackburn & Hughes'
—9-12 p.m.
Saturday—Wooden Nickel"Blackburn & Hughes"

CIRCLE K: Meets at 9:10 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 15, Room 202 Student
Union.
BLOOD: October Circle K Blood
Drive is coming soon.
DANCE TO "PULSE" FREE
from 9 to 12 p.m. tonight (Sept 12). in
the Student Union Ballroom.
Sponsored by SUPB.
CIRCLE K: Call Chuck for more
information at 233-6641.
CONCERTS, DANCES, FILMS:
Help plan and organize them with
other students! For more
information, visit SUPB, the Student
Union Program Board, in Student
Union Room 222.

Brought to you by your own Student Union Program Board

FL-HJST3>TEni.S

by (&ambruW
_

r~V|

Trv

Flannel . . . has sea

son comfort . . .
permanent press
dacron/cotton or all
cotton ... wide selec
tion of designs and
colors.

|l

BFROFLE

you moVSINTO THE ooum, UT'S

TO WEST

S
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GONDOLA PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY
IN MOORHEAD
ONE QUART COKE FREE
WITH EACH LARGE PIZZA
COUPON
Buy one Submarine
or Dago sandwich at
regular price and
receive the second
one % price.

404 So. 21st St.

TACOS SANDWICHES
BOOTH SERVICE
DIAL

236-5130

COUPON
Large pizza only
$3.25 with this
coupon.
Price includes
delivery, sales tax
and free quart of
Coke. Reg. $4.00
value.

THE7OGGEW
* • fAfC.'S
#/^«««.—
\
/ OUALiTY E£f*sr7

• •

Moorhead, Mn.

Downtown - Fargo
Dial 232-7133

m

Brookdale - Moorhead
Dial 233-6315
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MSC welcomes 22 new teachers

gPUREH

By Marilyn Mitzel

This year MSC has selected 22
new faculty members. The
following is a list of the new
members and a summary of
their education and previous
position of employment.
ART DEPARTMENT
Joan A. Ballou, assistant
professor of Art. Ballou earned
the Bachelor of Fine Arts
(FBA) in sculpture at Virginia
Commonwealth University in
Richmond and the Master of
Fine Arts, (MFA) also in
sculpture, at the Tyler School of
Art at Temple University,
Philadelphia. During the past
three years she has served as
Sculpture Shop Assistant at
Tyler, and as assistant to
gallery directors at Tyler, at the
Sharon Mendola, assistant
professor of Art. Mendola
earned a BFA from Rosary Hill
College, NY, an MFA from
Syracuse University, NY, and
has attended the State
University of New York at
Buffalo, NY. She has taught in
the Buffalo Public School
System, at Rosary Hill college,
and at Syracuse University. Her
work has been exhibited at the
Rochester Memorial Art
Gallery and at a number of
other showings in New York.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
Ali Behforooz, instructor of
Computer Science. Behforooz, a
native of Iran, earned a
Bachelor of Science (BS) in
Mathematics and a Master of
Science MS degree in Statistics
from the University of Tehran
in Iran prior to enrolling at
Michigan State University
where he has earned a MS
degree in Mathematics, a MS
degree in Computer Science,
and is presently working toward
the doctoral degree in
Computer Science.

MASS COMMUNICATIONS
DEPARTMENT
Terry W. Brown, instructor of
Mass Communications. After
earning a BS degree in radio
and television communications
at Indiana State University, he
joined the Air Force. While
stationed at the Grand Forks
Air Force Base in North
Dakota, he served as Public
Information Chief. Later, while
based in Korea, he was coeditor for the Pacific Stars and
Stripes and editor and chief
reporter for the Korea
Defender. After his release
from the Air Force he attended
Ball State University in Indiana
e a r n i n g a MA i n P u b l i c
Relations and Journalism.
MEDIA EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
Dr. George R. McMeen,
assistant professor of Media
Education. McMeen earned a
BA d e g r e e f r o m C o r n e l l
University, the Master of
Education, (MEd), Master of
A r t s , a n d D o c t o r a t e of
Philosophy (Ph.D.) from the
U n i v e r s i t y of S o u t h e r n
California in Los Angeles. His
most recent position was Media
Specialist with the ABC Unified
School District at Artesia, CA.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
Julie Swanson, instructor of
Special Education. Swanson
holds a BS d e g r e e f r o m
Moorhead State College and a
MA degree in Educational
Psychology from the University
of Minnesota. She comes to MSC
from Fergus Falls School
District where she worked in
the Adaptive Behavior Center
with the trainable and severely

retarded, emotionally disturbed
and handicapped people.

JEAN I US

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
Dr. Wade T. Swenson,
assistant professor of Industrial
Education. After earning a
Technical Diploma from North
Dakota State School of Science
at Wahpeton, ND, Swenson
came to MSC and was awarded
a BS degree in Industrial
Education. He went on to earn a
MA at Ball State University and
Doctorate of Education (EdD)
from Indiana University at
Bloomington. He has held
positions at Tri-State College in
Indiana and in the Vocational
Education Program Area and
the Graphics Department at
Indiana University.

Straus has jeans that fit and fade just right

EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
Carole D. Buck, instructor of
Education. Buck received a BA
degree in Humanities from
Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL and went on to
earn a Master of Arts and
Teaching (MAT) from the
National College of Education
in Evanston. Since that time she
has been teaching grades four
and five at North Barrington
Elementary School in Illinois.

HALE
Jewelers
212 Broadway/ Fargo
NO INTERESTON CHARGES

Dr. Almose Thompson,
assistant professor of
Education. Thompson w a s
awarded a BS degree from the
University of California at Los
Angeles, (UCLA ) a MA from
California State College at Long
Beach, CA and Ed.D. from
UCLA. His most recent position
has been that of Assistant
Professor of Curriculum and

ARIETTA

...Continued on Page 20

Beautiful diamonds enhanced with the breath
taking color of precious rubies or sapphires.

524 5th St. No. — 1 blk. E. of Daves' Sportshop

4/000 "Top Hit" Used Albums To
Choose From Only $1.97 Each
& Pinbali Arcade

The new look for the

now generation.

Flourish by ArtCarved.

turin, Stella
gitane,motobecane,sekai

NOMAD
of Fargo

frmpUte "Racuu}
repair service

AZURE STARS

FIREBRIGHT

CLARET

MOTHERS RECORDS

ON TARGET EVERY

diamond rings
accented with
rubies and
sapphires
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from $150

1140 N. 8Ul St.
|j %< Fargo,N.Dak. 58102
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Since 1914
DOWNTOWN FARGO
ANDWEST ACRES
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announcements
Area college students are
being invited to compete in
anyone of eight different events
during Thursday, Sept. 19; at
West Acres Shopping Center,
west of Fargo.
As part of a back-to-school
promotion day program at
West Acres, students are being
urged to participate and stive to
break records currently
standing in "The Guinness
Bookj of World Records," for
continuous hula-hooping, teeter
tottering, kissing, jumping
rope, chair-rocking, football
sitting, 1-foot standing or
banana eating.

A class being offered through
the Moorhead Public School
District this fall to train adults
18 years old or over for taking
High School Equivalency
Diploma Tests, needs persons
qualified to tutor in
Mathematics and English.
The Equivalency Diploma is
generally accepted as a
substitute for a regular high
school diploma.
Persons hired as tutors will be
paid $2.25 an hour. The working
hours are 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Monday and Wednesday
evenings at the Moorhead Area
Vocational Technical Institute.
Anyone in the Moorhead State
Campus Community interested
in applying should contact Mary
Ann Jasken evenings at 23662%.

A class is being made
available without charge to
persons over 16 years of age
interested in learning to read,
speak or write English through
the Moorhead Public Schools.
Interested persons need not
be residents of the Moorhead
School District to enroll.
The class will meet from 1 to 3
p.m. Mondays and from 7 to 9
p.m. Thursdays in the
Moorhead Area Technical
School Trades Building
Library, 20th St. and 28th Ave.
So.
For more information or to
enroll, call 236-62%.

teachers
con't. from P. 19
Instruction and Director of the
Northwest Institute of African
and Black American Studies at
Portland State University.
Dr. Vance Vannote, assistant
professor of Education.
Vannote holds a BA, MA and
Ph.D. from the University of
North Dakota, (UND) and has
served as a junior high school

THE BIG TEN
Your season ticket to comfort at a student price. Swingles Furni
ture Rental brings you the BIG TEN for only $30a month. Here's
our lineup: (1-2) an end table with lamp, (3-4) chair and sofa
team, (5) five-drawer chest, (6) cocktail table, (7-8) nightstand
with lamp, (9) double bed, (10) dinette set. Kick off the school
year with a phone call to Swingles - our team will deliver the BIG
TEN within 24 hours.

bout a
pennies-a-day
mini-fridge or
color TV for
your room or apartment.

3 convenient locations
BLOOMINGTON—680 W. 92nd St., Phone (612) 884-4741
ROSEVILLE—696 W. County Road B, Phone (612) 489-8828
BROOKLYN CENTER-5740 Brooklyn Boulevard, Phone (612) 560

counselor in Newburgh, NY. At
UND he had an internship with
the Counseling Center and has
held a graduate teaching
assistantship.

Berkeley and a MA in drama
from California State
University in San Francisco,
and has held a variety of
assignments as
technical
director, designer, and artist, at
SPEECH DEPARTMENT
California State University in
Jean R. Elliott, instructor of San Francisco.
Speech. Elliott earned a BA
degree * in drama from the
Dr. Dale Gronhovd, associate
University of California at professor of Speech Pathology.

FURNITURE O RENTAL

Gronhovd has both BS and MA
degrees from UND and a Ph. D.
degree from the University of
Oregon. He comes to the College
from the Department of
Communicology at the
University of South Florida at
Tampa after having been a
member of the faculty at North
Dakota State University
(NDSU) and at UND. In

addition, he has served as a
consultant in speech pathology
at the Veteran's Hospital in
Fargo and the North Dakota
Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation.
(to be continued next week)
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Ceramic Steins
Colossal Mugs
Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs
Styrofaom Coolers
Beer Can Lighters
T-Shirts
Sweat Shirts
Tank Tops
Beach Towels
Wind Breakers
Bottle Flash Lights
Beer Hats & Caps
Liquor — Wine
Beer— Ice — Munchies

OSdarl-delitelT
Restaurant
W E S T A C R E S
Great Food - Sensible
Prices
Chicken
Hamburgers - Pizza -Ice
Cream
Shakes
Luncheons - We're in the
Mall - SE Corridor Fast
Service - Carry out too.

Welcome to North Dakota's
Top College Store!

"THE ROUND HOUSE"
94 LIQUORS
2511 — 12th Ave. So.
Moorhead
236-9494
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Flannel Shirts
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We have a tremendous selection of
flannel and wool shirts, Lowa and
Vasque boots, and Gerry and North
Face down jackets.Come and see us!

ve

y yK

Traditional and Westernstyle shirts in soft,
absorbant cotton flannel
sanforized to minimize
shrinkage. Styles by Van
Husen and Wooleich.
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Super Sweater

Vasque Hiker II

The ultimate in down
sweaters. 1.9 ripstop nylon
outer shell. Trims northern
down. Full zipper with
overlapping
snap
coverning. Roomy down
filled pockets with snap
flaps. Cuffs on sleeve have
elastic and snap opening.
New collar snap closure and
drawstring with cord lock
on bottom.

6" full-grain natural roughout leather, inside ski flap,
hinged and padded leatherlined padded quarter,
reinforced padded ankle.
Tempered steel shank,
vibram lug sole and heel
Goodyear welt.

AMERICAN SPORTSMAN

OSS'

WEST ACRES AND SOUTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE
So. Univ. Dr. Hours: M-F 9:30-9:30; Sat. 'Til 6:00

STUDENTS

Mandy's Quick Clean & Laundry

BULK CLEANING
5 Lbs. $2.50
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

WITH I D.

25c WASHERS

Open 9-9 Mon.-Fri.,'
Sat. 8-4
r

' ///&/

D
Brookdale
Shopping Center
Moorhead 236-7032

ACCOUNT NO

noi i

iu&fii:

"1
Cnvh DTlI
J qU ^lJ EJ/1

PERSONALIZED CHECKS,
When You Open Your Checking Account With..

"BUILDING A BETTER WAY TO BANK"

fllKEHICflll State Bank
502 Center Avenue in Moorhead

The Air Force ROTC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.
1. Scholarships.
2. $100 monthly allowance.
'3. Flying lessons leading
to jet training.
Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact A F R O T C N D S U _
At 237-8186
PI T IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

- "V

r
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Concordia skein to end Saturday?
Saturday afternoon at 1:30 ( j r - H o p k i n s ) . G u a r d s R o c k y
p.m. Sept. 14, the Moorhead Gullickson (so-Moorhead) and
State Dragons will make their Tom Flood (jr-Duluth) along
home football debut at Alex with center Randy Sorenson (jrN e m z e k f i e l d a g a i n s t White Bear Lake) round out the
Concordia, hoping to break a 16- offensive line. Quarterback
year victory drought against Mike Dorsey (sr-Minneapolis),
the Cobbers.
runningbacks Russ Henegar
(sr-Bismarck, ND) and Jack
The cross-town rivalry, which Holewa (sr-St. Anthony) and
started in 1920, represents a 51- F l a n k e r D a v e W h i t e ( s o game series of which Concordia Roselle, IL) compose the
holds a commanding edge of 33- Dragons' starting backfield.
7-11. The Dragons came close in
1970 when they tied the Cobbers
Defensively, the Dragons are
20-20.
likely to start Curt Draheim (srOlivia), Wayne Byzewski (srVictimized by six turnovers, G r a n d F o r k s , N D ) , D a n
three of which led directly to Fritsche (jr-North St. Paul) and
Minot State touchdowns, the Mike Long (jr-Pine River) on
D r a g o n s w e r e u p s e t l a s t the front line. The linebacking
Saturday 28-12 at Minot.

corps will consist of Chip Lyslo
(jr-Plaza, ND), Dick Sagehorn
(jr-Berth-Hewitt) and Bob
Larson (sr-Wadena). Dan
Smith (jr-Moorhead), Bob
Schaefer (jr-Osakis), Loren
Beste (so-Sauk Centre) and
Steve Jappe (so-Amiret)
comprise the defensive
secondary.
Bob Jappe (sr-Amiret)
missed the Minot contest
because of a dislocated finger
but is expected to see action
against Concordia. Jappe along
with Mike Dorsey have been
named co-captains for 1974,
replacing Stan Eggen (srDilworth) who has been
sidelined with a broken left
arm.

Coach Fortier, obviously
disappointed in his team's
showing, said "We just got
outplayed. I hope we learned
something from it — we've just
got to forget about it and look
ahead."
Last year, the Dragons were
beaten 23-20 on a field goal by
Protecting his injured left hand, Dragon defensive back Bob Jappe (srConcordia's Daryle Teske with
Amiret) collides with flanker Larry Bratsch (so-Renville) in a receiverjust 45 seconds remaining.
defender drill. Photos by Bruce Crummy

MSC-Cobber tickets on sale
Advanced ticket sales for the MSC-Concordia
football game are now on sale during the day in the
Center for the Arts. Cost for the tickets to Saturday's
game are $1 for MSC students and faculty with id.

Probable starting lineups for ||HL1
j
' hmm
Saturday's clash, unless tan
«•
injuries prove otherwise, will wk
HhJfl
include tight ends John j
BK*^3
^^B
Richman (sr-Lebanon, IN) and I
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and"Mark Thoeny
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Dragon cross country team
may
have
best
talent
ever
four women's intercollegiate

nooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooodi

By Ron Fideldy

sports starting practice
By Bruce Hanson
With the coming of fall
quarter at Moorhead State
College, four women's
intercollegiate athletic teams
are taking to the practice fields
to begin preparation for the
upcoming season.
Tennis, field hockey, golf and
volleyball are all on the
women's slate of events during
the next few months.
Last year the field hockey
team, competing in the Midwest
Collegiate Field Hockey
Association — College Division,
placed four players on the
second tournament team. The
first contest is scheduled for
Sept. 21 at the University of
North Dakota. Margaret Moore
is serving as coach this season.
Both the tennis team, coached

Cross country running has
been on the upsurge at
Moorhead State College the past
few years, and this year should
be no exception. According to
Head
Coach Ken Bladow, this is
by Eileen Hume, and the golf
squad, guided by Mary potentially the best squad he
has ever assembled. "With good
Montgomery, open their
seasons at the University of conditioning and an absence of
North Dakota Sept. 16 at a golf injuries," said Bladow, "we
should improve on last year's
and tennis invitational.
record." The Dragons have
been the Northern
Donella Palmer will coach the Intercollegiate Conference
volleyball contingent and urges runner-up the past two years;
all women interested in any last year by a one point margin
intercollegiate sport to contact to St. Qoud State.
that respective coach. Palmer
stated, "There is probably a
Two Dragon harriers hoping
spot for anyone who is really to upset St. Cloud are
cointerested."
captains Bob Berscheid (srCollege credit is also given for
participation in intercollegiate
sports.
Palmer closed by saying she
expected a "bigger and better"
year for women's sports at
Moorhead State.

Tiemann (jr-St. Paul),
defending NIC champion; John
(Line) Woodbury (jr-White
Bear Lake), the 880 yard dash
champ in track; andPat Hanlon
(so-Bagley). 1973 regulars
Jerry Wigdahl (so-Rothsay)
and Greg Brown (so-Wadena)
will be jockeying for varsity
positions withnewcomers Dave
Chilko (fr-So. St. Paul), Rich
Cellette (jr-Golden Valley), Don
Kluempke (fr-Melrose), and
John McGregor (fr-Proctor).
The only loss from last year's

squad is four time All-NIC
runner Ron Fideldy (sr-Osseo).
Fideldy will be assisting Coach
Bladow.
On Sept. 21 the Dragons open
their season by travelling to
Aberdeen, S.D., for the Roe
Granger Invitational. MSC is
the defending team titlist in this
ten-team meet. If anyone is
interested in trying out for the
sport, they are urged to contact
Ken Bladow at Nemzek Hall.

intram urals
Registration for both men's and coed flag football is now open with noon

Grey Eagle) and Mike Francis Sept. 19 slated as the closing date. There will be a captains' meeting
(sr-Austin). Both have ample Thursday, Sept. 19, with men's play to begin Sept. 24 and coed Sept 23.
Women's soccer registration is currently open with the last date to register
qualifications for the task as
Sept. 19 at noon.
Berschied
is a three year
Coed volleyball registration opens Oct. 17 and runs through noon Oct. 24.
letterman and an All-NIC Play starts Oct. 28 and continues through Nov. 19.
A men's, women's and coed cross country meet will be held Oct. 23 at the
choice in 1973, while Francis is
Maple River Golf Course.
the defending NAIA District 13
Sign up for all intramural activities in the intramural office located in
c h a m p i o n . C o m p e t i n g f o r Nemzek room 155.
accolades will be three other
As was done last year, trophies will be awarded to all championship team
returning lettermen: John members.

^
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adidas

team positions now open
Any women interested in
playing intercollegiate tennis
report to the tennis courts
behind the Center for the Arts at
4 p.m. Sept. 12 (today).

World's Number 1 Sport Shoe
24 Different Styles
and Colors.

Any women interested in
playing intercollegiate golf
report to Nemzek 153 at 4 p.m.
Sept. 16.

SL-72

New! And one of Adidas most popular!
With super light nylon upper & long
wearing traction tread soles. Plus special
built heel cup — most advanced protec
tion against twisted ankles. Colbalt blue
w/white stripes &
_
red racing streak
^|US

J

CHARGE IT!

SPORTIIMG GOODS
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rec news

\
y

Registration for men's, women's and co-ed bowling leagues is now taking
place in the Games Room of the Union. Registration ends Sept. 22 with play
to begin Sept. 23.
There will be a 2-division 8-ball billiard league with registration open now
until Sept. 22. Play will start one week following the close of registration.
Foosball ladder tournament (singles and doubles) will begin Sept. 16. The
tournament runs all quarter until Nov. 14.

Sports Writers!

Watch for information concerning free bowling and pool lessons.

We're Forming a Team.

Also watch for data on pinochle, whist, table tennis, billiards and bowling
tournaments.

Care To Join?

Sign up sheets are available in the Rec Center. For further information on
any of these events call 236-2265.

If writing sports excites you as much as
waftching them — know about this fine
opportunity. The Advocate Sports department is
now accepting applications for writers for this
fall. The job of Sports writing is both challenging
and rewarding. Here are just a few of the
"rewards" you may receive:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Free admission to ail MSC sporting events.
You'll gain some good solid experience.
You may earn up to 6 credits (2 per quarter).
You may even be paid.

Interested? If so, then lace up your Adidas and
hustle on over. We are located in Room 121 CMU.
Or call Bruce Hanson at 236-2551.

SESAME
— West Acres —

Back To School

7

ts Bedspread from India,
50 different prints
is Plan a Week Calendar
LU
Q.

o

Wall Murals
is Bookends from Italy,
orange, black,
white or yellow

Mr. Natural says:
"Don't wait, don't hesitate,
YOU maybe great!

SIGN UP NOW!
Fall Bowling Leagues are now open for
sign-up. Registration sheets are available
in the Recreation Center, CMU,
Dial 236-2265 or stop by for more
information.

JCPenney
Downtown Forgo
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OUR
LOWEST
PRICE
EVER!

Pocket size 8-digit
electronic calculator.
Adds, subtracts, multiplies and
divides. Has 2 or 4 place decimal
settings and a 17 character keyboard
with clear entry key. Operates on 3
standard AA batteries (included).
adapter available.

29

88

8-digit

6-digit
electronic
calculator.

19"

Pocket size electronic calculator.
Features 6-digit readout. Adds, subtracts,
multiplies and divides. Does basic and
chain calculations. Operates on 9-volt
battery (included).

Welcome new and returning

rechargeable
calculator

students to M.S.C.!

with memory
system.

44

r~~

For school work and

95

homework...our low-priced
calculators are the answer!

Full memory system
lets you store a number
and add or subtract
from it without
disturbing
calculator.
Float ing or fi xed
decim al
system.
Recharger-adapter
included.

Electronics • Downstairs Store

Rechargeable 8-digit
electronic calculator

Our versatile 8-digit
rechargeable
calculator.

3995
Operates
on
batteries ( incl.)
or 115-volt AC
outlet. Constant
switch
and
percentage
key
(not shown) for
quick
computa
tions. 3x4" size.
Recharger-adap
ter included.

Use Our Handy
Rear Entrance And
Park & Shop Lot
Behind The Store

with
percent
age

JCPenne-.
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Full-memory 8-digit
electronic calculator
Operates on 4 disposable
AA cell batteries (incl.) or
115-volt AC outlet. Easy-toread lighted display panel.
Full memory system,
constant key, percentage
key.

5995

f

3995
Pocket-size
cal
culator
with
"grand
total"
memory.
Has
floating decimal,
per cent-key and
constant function.
Adapter with recharger included.

Open Mon. thru Fri., 9:30 a.m. 'til 9:30 p.m., Sat., 9:30 a.m. 'til 5:30 p.m.

